APPENDIX D
Resetting the Remote Transmitter
Visual Guide available on Installation DVD and on the Owner’s Corner.
This procedure describes the actions needed to reset the Remote Transmitter that was supplied with your
Motorized awning. This procedure should only be performed if the Remote Transmitter does not operate
the Motorized awning. Please review the steps below to familiarize yourself with the procedure before
attempting to complete them.
1. Verify that the red light on the remote transmitter comes on when you press and hold the button. If
the red light does not come on at all or blinks for less than 5 seconds, you will need to replace
the battery (see Care and Maintenance section on page 15).
2. Press the NEUTRAL (middle) button on the transmitter.
3. Unplug the power cord from the wall.
4. Insert the wand into the Override crank on the motor and
manually open the awning approximately 3 feet but do not
completely open.
5. Plug the power cord back into the wall and make sure that
there is electricity available. Let the awning sit for one
minute, undisturbed, without pressing a button on the
remote transmitter or unplugging the cord from the wall.
6. Unplug the power cord from the wall for 2 seconds.
7. Plug the power cord back in for 10 seconds.
8. Unplug the power cord for 2 seconds.
9. Plug the power cord back in and leave it plugged in.
NOTE: The motor may rotate approximately 2 feet in one
direction and stop.
10. When the motor stops, press and hold the programming button on the back of the Remote Transmitter
(see fig. A) for 5 seconds until the motor ‘jogs’, then release. (A ‘jog’ is a short back and forth movement of
the motor).
11. Activate the transmitter by pressing the OPEN and CLOSE buttons at the same time, the motor will jog.
12. Press the programming button on the back of the Remote Transmitter until the motor jogs and release.
NOTE: If the motor does not operate, you will have to clear the OPEN/CLOSE stop settings on the motor.
Please complete ONLY steps 1 thru 6 of Appendix B (page 17) if your motor is on the right side, or steps 14
thru 18 of Appendix B (page 18) if your motor is on the left side. After clearing the OPEN/CLOSE stop settings,
verify if the transmitter operates the awning. If not, return to this page and repeat the procedure listed above.
NOTE: Your Remote Transmitter is now reset to operate your Motorized awning. Test the awning for proper
operation. If you cleared the OPEN/CLOSE stop settings on the motor, go to Appendix B on page 17 to
reset them. If your awning functions properly and you have a Wind Sensor or a Remote Wall Switch installed
you will need to complete the procedures below for adding a Control Device.

Add/Delete a Control Device (Transmitter, Remote Wall Switch, Wind Sensor)
To ADD an additional Control Device (not the one that was supplied with the awning):
UÊPress the programming button on the back of the transmitter that was supplied with the awning
until the motor ‘jogs’- see Figure A.
UÊOn the additional Control Device, press the programming button until the motor
‘jogs’, then release.
If you wish to DELETE a control device, simply repeat the 2 steps listed above.
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